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Abstract

The goal of building intelligent dialogue systems has largely
been separately pursued under two paradigms: task-oriented
dialogue (TOD) systems, which perform task-specific func-
tions, and open-domain dialogue (ODD) systems, which fo-
cus on non-goal-oriented chitchat. The two dialogue modes
can potentially be intertwined together seamlessly in the same
conversation, as easily done by a friendly human assistant.
Such ability is desirable in conversational agents, as the in-
tegration makes them more accessible and useful. Our pa-
per addresses this problem of fusing TODs and ODDs in
multi-turn dialogues. Based on the popular TOD dataset Mul-
tiWOZ, we build a new dataset FusedChat, by rewriting the
existing TOD turns and adding new ODD turns. This proce-
dure constructs conversation sessions containing exchanges
from both dialogue modes. It features inter-mode contextual
dependency, i.e., the dialogue turns from the two modes de-
pend on each other. Rich dependency patterns such as co-
reference and ellipsis are included. The new dataset, with 60k
new human-written ODD turns and 5k re-written TOD turns,
offers a benchmark to test a dialogue model’s ability to per-
form inter-mode conversations. This is a more challenging
task since the model has to determine the appropriate dia-
logue mode and generate the response based on the inter-
mode context. However, such models would better mimic
human-level conversation capabilities. We evaluate two base-
line models on this task, including the classification-based
two-stage models and the two-in-one fused models. We pub-
licly release FusedChat and the baselines to propel future
work on inter-mode dialogue systems.

Introduction
Recent years have seen a popularity of models on build-
ing intelligent systems that converse with humans natu-
rally (Ni et al. 2021). Two mainstream models can be cat-
egorized as the open-domain dialogue (ODD) models (Adi-
wardana et al. 2020; Roller et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019)
and the task-oriented dialogue (TOD) models (Ham et al.
2020; Budzianowski et al. 2018). ODD models, when first
adapted with the Seq2Seq modeling paradigm (Sutskever,
Vinyals, and Le 2014), focused on learning open-domain
human conversation based on massive [context, response]
pairs (Vinyals and Le 2015; Li et al. 2016).
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Such models generate the response based on the context
and exhibit general chitchat ability. Their primary goal in a
conversation is to keep the user engaged and chat over ran-
dom open-domain topics that he is interested in. The dia-
logues can be sustained by commonsense without the need
for any special databases. TOD models are vastly different.
The dialogues exist for the purpose of serving specific func-
tions, such as finding restaurants and booking airlines. They
operate on closed domains that are often supported by struc-
tured databases and APIs (Budzianowski et al. 2018; Ras-
togi et al. 2020). Commonly three characteristics distinguish
them from ODD models: (1) an entity-centered database, (2)
explicit dialogue state modeling, and (3) a pre-defined set
of dialogue domains and functions (dialogue acts). Humans
are able to effortlessly conduct both types of conversations
seamlessly together. It is ideal for a dialogue system to be
able to do so, because such integration offers a fused sys-
tem with increased usability. Furthermore, it allows rich in-
teractions between the two dialogue modes, which can not
be modeled in either mode independently. Such a dialogue
model would better mimic human-level conversation capa-
bilities, e.g., chatting with a friendly assistant (Fig. 1).

Despite numerous datasets have been created in recent
years for both ODDs and TODs, there is no high-quality
human-written dataset on their fusion, especially with inter-
mode contextual dependency. Our work aims to fill this void.
We use the popular TOD dataset MultiWOZ (Budzianowski
et al. 2018) as the backbone and let human creators add
ODD turns before or after the existing TOD turns. For
roughly half the MultiWOZ dialogues, we prepend ODD
turns, creating ODD + TOD sessions. For the other half, we
append ODD turns, creating TOD + ODD sessions. In both
cases, the creator writes an ODD that is contextually related
to the existing TOD. We enforce inter-mode dependency in
FusedChat. In the prepending case, we make sure the TOD
is dependent on the ODD by rewriting the first turn of the
TOD, typically with co-reference or ellipsis. In the append-
ing cases, we make sure at least one exchange in the ODD
is dependent on concepts or knowledge found in the TOD.
In a nutshell, these dependency patterns in our dataset mean
that when a dialogue model handles a turn of one dialogue
mode, it sometimes has to refer to the contextual infor-
mation given in the history turns of the other dialogue mode.
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(User) My cousin will graduate from high school soon.

(System) Great for her. 

(User) We were discussing about poten�al colleges.

(System) Nice. Preparing for a new chapter.

(User) We want to visit a few. Can you find one in the center?

 (System) There are 13 op�ons. I recommend Christ's college.

(User) Is there a fee for entering?

(System) It is free entry.

(User) Nice. I have been short on cash lately.

(System) It it good that some universi�es allow free visitors. 

Inter-mode dependency

Figure 1: Example of interaction with our dialogue sys-
tem. The conversation between a user and a digital assis-
tant seamlessly interchanges between TOD and ODD modes
with strong inter-mode dependency. The conversation in-
volves querying about a college entrance fee (TOD, lines
5 to 8) and chitchat about personal development and finance
(ODD, the other lines).

This new dataset offers a unique test-bed for training and
evaluating inter-mode dialogue systems that possess both
TOD and ODD capabilities. Traditional dialogue evaluation
metrics for both dialogue modes can be used together for
inter-mode evaluation.

We develop and evaluate two baseline models for this
new setting: (1) The classification-based model. Two re-
sponse generation models Mtod and Modd are indepen-
dently trained on the turns of the respective modes. They
generate the response of their respective mode given a con-
versational context. A separate mode classification model C
is trained and used to determine which mode to invoke given
the context. (2) The two-in-one fused dialogue model that is
trained on dialogue turns of both modes together. It gener-
ates a response given any conversational context, by implic-
itly predicting the dialogue mode as part of sequence gener-
ation.

In summary, our main contributions are: (1) A new dia-
logue dataset named FusedChat1 that fuses TODs and ODDs
in multi-turn dialogues. The dialogues feature inter-mode
contextual dependency for seamless mode fusion, allow-
ing the dialogue model to better mimic human-level con-
versation capabilities. FusedChat, with 60k new human-
written ODD turns and 5k re-written TOD turns, serves as
a new benchmark for inter-mode dialogue systems. Tradi-
tional metrics used to gauge TOD and ODD systems sepa-
rately can be combined to evaluate inter-mode dialogue sys-
tems. (2) two-in-one models and classification-based mod-
els are developed and evaluated as inter-mode dialogue mod-

1https://github.com/tomyoung903/FusedChat

els. Our preliminary experiments suggest that the models
perform worse than their single-mode counterparts evalu-
ated on single-mode datasets. And the more computation-
ally expensive classification-based model outperforms the
cheaper two-in-one fused model. This suggests that effec-
tively fusing different dialogue modes is a challenging task
and there is a huge room for improvement upon our baseline
fusion models.

FusedChat Construction
To create inter-mode dialogue sessions, our dataset con-
struction process mainly involves having dialogue creators
prepend or append self-written ODDs to existing TODs. A
dialogue creator plays the part of both the user and the dia-
logue system by himself. This self-dialogue setting (Byrne
et al. 2019) avoids misunderstandings between two human
creators and improve the consistency of the created dia-
logues.

For the existing TODs, the MultiWOZ 2.4 dataset (Ye,
Manotumruksa, and Yilmaz 2021) is selected because of its
popularity in the literature. MultiWOZ contains TODs in 7
domains, including restaurant, attraction, train, police, hos-
pital, taxi and hotel. The user converses with the dialogue
agent for a pre-defined set of functions, such as booking
restaurants and locating hospitals. Despite that MultiWOZ
was created assuming the user is a tourist (Budzianowski
et al. 2018), we find that most dialogues themselves do
not necessarily reflect a tourist persona and allow flexibly
adding open-domain dialogues. In our FusedChat setting,
the dialogue creators are free to add any ODD that is con-
textually consistent with the existing TOD.

In the following sections, we first discuss the general re-
quirement we set for the added ODDs. We then explain
how prepending and appending ODDs are executed and how
inter-mode dependency is enforced, respectively.

General Requirements for the Added ODDs
In this section, we describe the general requirements for the
added ODDs for both the prepending and appending cases,
as rules for the dialogue creators to follow.

(1) Every creator writes fictitious ODDs for both the roles
of “system” and “user”, where the “system” represents an AI
conversational agent that is capable of both friendly open-
domain conversation (in the added ODDs) and task-oriented
dialogues (in the existing MultiWOZ TODs). And “user”
represents a human speaker that converses with the AI agent
for friendly chitchat and to achieve certain task objectives.

(2) To ensure the relevance between the existing TOD
and the added ODD, we encourage the creators to make the
ODD revolve around similar or related topics as in the ex-
isting TOD segment, e.g., by talking about the same or re-
lated concepts in the TOD. The added ODD turns and the
existing TOD turns should connect with each other naturally.
There should be strong contextual dependency between the
two modes (explained in the next 2 sections).

(3) The created dialogues should adhere to the general
characteristics of ODDs as opposed to TODs. They should
be casual chitchat exchanges that do not require the “sys-
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tem” to perform any specific task-oriented functionalities or
provide any task-specific information.

• Based on the pilot experiment with a sample of cre-
ators, we found that the creators had a tendency to write
dialogues that are focused on task-specific functionali-
ties, which are technically TODs instead of ODDs as in-
structed. This is presumably because of a lack of nuanced
understanding of their difference, and the ease of fitting
those TODs into the context of existing TODs.
As an aggressive measure to combat this issue, we
deployed a real-time turn-level ODD vs TOD classi-
fier, trained on a combination of three traditional ODD
datasets (Zhang et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2020; Dinan
et al. 2018) and MultiWOZ. In addition, we outline sev-
eral pitfalls found in the pilot experiment for the creators
to avoid, such as letting the system fabricate information
that is beyond commonsense.

Next, we describe the details on how appending ODDs
(TOD + ODD) and prepending ODDs (ODD + TOD) are
executed, and how inter-mode dependency is enforced, re-
spectively.

Appending ODDs
In the appending scenario, the dialogue creators append
an ODD to a provided TOD sampled from the MultiWOZ
dataset. The ODD should naturally follow the TOD.

• We notice that the dialogues from the original Multi-
WOZ dataset often end with a “User: Thank you. System:
Goodbye.” exchange. This exchange effectively ends the
conversation. For appending ODDs, we heuristically re-
move such exchanges from the end of the TOD based
on dialogue act annotations (dialogue-act:thank-you and
dialogue-act:goodbye).

Inter-mode Dependency In appending cases, the content
of the ODD should be dependent on the preceding TOD. We
enforce this by letting the creators write at least one round
of exchange whose content reflects concepts or knowledge
found the existing TOD segment. Fig. 2 shows a TOD +
ODD example. The first two rounds of exchange between
the user and the system is under the TOD mode. They are
about querying and booking an expensive Thai restaurant.
The system’s replies are supported by dialogue state track-
ing (Budzianowski et al. 2018) and an underlying database
on available restaurants. In the third round of exchange, the
user expresses concern over whether his friends would enjoy
the restaurant. Note that this is considered an ODD utterance
since it does not invoke any task-oriented function. The sys-
tem’s ODD response is supported by commonsense and em-
pathy. Note how it reflects content from a history TOD turn.

Prepending ODDs
In prepending cases, the creator is given a TOD segment
from MultiWOZ and asked to prepend an ODD to it. The
ODD should naturally lead to the provided TOD.

I need to find a restaurant in Cambridge that
serves expensive Thai food please.

Bangkok City is located at 24 Green Street City Centre.

My friends who are going to dine with me are foodies. I really
want them to enjoy the restaurant I pick.

Don't worry. The cuisine of an expensive restaurant shouldn't
be too bad.

Original TOD
Added ODD
Inter-mode dependency

USER

SYSTEM

USER

SYSTEM

Book it for 3 people tonight at 8 pm.

Booking successful. Your reference No. is XXX.

USER

SYSTEM

Figure 2: An excerpt from a TOD + ODD instance from
FusedChat. Note how inter-mode dependency is featured in
the last system ODD turn by referring to the concept “ex-
pensive restaurant” previously mentioned in the TOD.

Note that the original TODs in MultiWOZ are self-
contained. For our purpose of modeling inter-mode depen-
dency, we conduct utterance rewriting based on co-reference
and ellipsis. In FusedChat, they are the key why the TOD is
dependent on the prepended ODD.

Inter-mode Dependency We want to create ODD + TOD
sessions where the TOD is conditioned on the ODD. The key
to a successful TOD is dialogue state tracking, where the di-
alogue system processes the user utterance for [slot type, slot
value] pairs (e.g., [Destination: Cambridge]) in order to un-
derstand the user’s need and respond properly. Our designed
method to model inter-mode dependency in our dataset es-
sentially imposes ODD-dependent dialogue state tracking.

We randomly select a slot value mentioned in the first user
turn in the TOD, e.g., “Cambridge” in Fig. 3. We ask the di-
alogue creators to use the slot value in the prepended ODD,
and rewrite the first dialogue user turn accordingly to refer
to it implicitly. Rewriting mainly involves co-reference (e.g.,
“there” in Fig. 3), and sometimes ellipsis. Co-reference and
ellipsis are important features in multi-turn TODs, attract-
ing researchers to sometimes perform special annotations for
them in certain TOD datasets (Quan et al. 2020). See Fig. 3
for a detailed example on how inter-mode dependency is fea-
tured for ODD + TOD sessions.
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I am looking for a train that will be arriving at
Cambridge by 16:00 Friday, from King's Lynn.

We have a train headed for Cambridge at 15:11.
Would you like to book it?

SYSTEM

USER

Destination: Cambridge 

(a) An original TOD exchange with the dialogue state [Destination:
Cambridge].

I am meeting my client in Cambridge soon. I'm
kind of nervous.

Original TOD
Added ODD

Inter-mode dependency

rewritten TOD

Is it an important meeting?

This is my first client.

Wow that is huge! Good luck!

I am looking for a train that will be arriving there by
16:00 Friday, from King's Lynn.

We have a train headed for Cambridge at 15:11.
Would you like to book it?

SYSTEM

USER

USER

SYSTEM

USER

SYSTEM

Destination: Cambridge 

Dialogue State (Partial)

(b) New ODD turns are prepended to the original TOD in (a). Note
that the TOD user turn is rewritten. The slot value “Cambridge”
is mentioned in a prepended ODD turn while co-reference is used
in the rewritten user turn. This imposes ODD-dependent dialogue
state tracking, forcing the the dialogue system to look for clues in
the ODD when it tries to interpret the user’s need.

Figure 3: An ODD + TOD instance from FusedChat.

FusedChat Statistics
A total of 113 undergraduate students from the authors’
university were recruited as dialogue creators for Fused-
Chat. The difference between FusedChat and MultiWOZ
mainly lies in the additional ODD turns, either grounding
or grounded by the original TODs. The added ODD turns in
FusedChat are a significant extension to the original Multi-
WOZ dataset. As shown in Table 1, 60k+ new ODD turns are
added, including 8k+ new tokens not present in the original
MultiWOZ dataset, significantly expanding the vocabulary.

FusedChat also rewrote the first TOD turns (4670 in to-
tal) for the scenario of prepending ODDs. For the scenario
appending ODDs, FusedChat discarded 11320 TOD turns
containing only “thank-you” and “goodbye” dialogue acts.
Table 2 shows the training/validation/testing partition for
FusedChat.

Approaches for Inter-mode Dialogues
In this section, we discuss baseline models we developed for
inter-mode dialogues.

Task Definition
A multi-turn dialogue system generates a response R based
on a multi-turn context C. In inter-mode dialogues, C is
composed of both TOD and ODD turns. In the FusedChat
setting, R can be in either TOD mode or ODD mode, but
has to be in only one of the two.

Models
We experiment with two types of models for inter-mode dia-
logues. (1) The classification-based model that is composed
of a mode classification model and two response generation
models for TOD and ODD separately and (2) the two-in-one
fused model where a single response generation model can
perform both TOD and ODD generation, implicitly deter-
mining the response mode.

(1) The classification-based model. Two response gen-
eration models Modd and Mtod are independently trained
to handle each conversation mode. A separate classification
model C is trained and used to determine which mode of
model to invoke given an inter-mode context. Note that all 3
models above take inter-mode context as input.
• For Modd, we follow (Shuster et al. 2019) and experi-

ment with DialoGPT (Zhang et al. 2019) as the pretrained
model, fine-tuned on all ODD turns in FusedChat.

• For Mtod, we follow the recent progress on end-to-end
modeling for TODs. Dialogue state tracking, dialogue act
prediction and response generation have been together
cast under a Seq2Seq framework (Hosseini-Asl et al.
2020; Ham et al. 2020). For traditional Seq2Seq-based
ODD modeling, the problem is cast as [Context → Re-
sponse]. For Seq2Seq-based TOD modeling, the problem
is cast as [Context → (Dialogue State, Dialogue Act, Re-
sponse)], where the three latter parts are concatenated to-
gether as one sequence as the generation target. This sim-
plistic form allows TOD models to exploit the benefits of
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Total No. turns 60579
Total No. tokens 680448

Avg. No. turns per dialogue 5.81
Avg. No. tokens per turn 11.23

No. unique tokens 11822
No. unique tokens not present in MultiWOZ 8075

Table 1: Statistics on the added ODD turns in FusedChat

Partition ODD + TOD TOD + ODD Total
Training 3670 4768 8438

Validation 500 500 1000
Testing 500 500 1000
Total 4670 5768 10438

Table 2: FusedChat is composed of ODD + TOD (prepending ODDs) instances and TOD + ODD (appending ODDs) instances.

large-scale pretrained models, same as ODD models did.
We follow Neural Pipeline (Ham et al. 2020) for such a
model for Mtod, initialized with GPT2 and fine-tuned on
all TOD turns in FusedChat.

• For C, we follow (Madotto et al. 2020a) and experiment
with BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) as the pretrained model.
The model is fine-tuned on all turns in FusedChat to pre-
dict the dialogue mode (TOD vs ODD).

(2) The two-in-one model. Trained on dialogue turns of
both modes, it uses a single model that generates a response
given any conversational context by implicitly determining
the conversational mode. Similar to (Sun et al. 2020), we
use an additional <ODD> token during sequence construc-
tion to indicate when the response is in the ODD mode. The
training sequences are composed of [Context → (<ODD>,
Response)] and [Context → (Dialogue State, Dialogue Act,
Response)]. The model is initialized with GPT2 and fine-
tuned on all dialogue turns in FusedChat.

For all the models above, best checkpoints for testing are
selected based on the full validation sets of 1000 instances.

FusedChat as a New Benchmark
Depending on the context and the dialogue mode, the di-
alogue turns in our dataset are naturally separated into 4
types in Fig. 4: vanilla TODs, vanilla ODDs, ODD-grounded
TODs and TOD-grounded ODDs. Vanilla refers to the di-
alogue turns being grounded on context of its own mode
only, resembling traditional datasets. The ODD turns in the
“prepending ODDs” scenario and TOD turns in the “ap-
pending ODDs” scenario are vanilla.

In the following sections, we illustrate 4 unique evalua-
tion scenarios on which FusedChat can benchmark the per-
formance of inter-mode dialogue systems, including mode
classification, TOD-grounded ODDs, ODD-grounded TODs
and full inter-mode dialogues.

Mode Classification
The straightforward problem in inter-mode dialogues is
to decide which mode the generated response should be.
Should the system respond with friendly chitchat (ODD),

or should it try to interpret the user’s task-oriented goal and
respond with certain dialogue acts (TOD)? The accuracy for
the mode classification model is shown in Table 3. We con-
sider two context options: using only the latest user turn as
the context (single-turn) or using the whole history contain-
ing multiple turns as the context (multi-turn). Results show
that the accuracy is quite high in both cases, with “multi-
turn” marginally outperforming “single-turn”.

user: ... 
system: ... 
user: ... 
system: ... 

user: ... 
system: ... 
user: ... 
system: ... 

user: ... 
system: ... 
user: ... 
system: ... 

user: ... 
system: ... 
user: ... 
system: ... 

TOD + ODD 
instances

ODD + TOD 
instances

Original  
TODs 

(Vanilla  
TODs)

Appended  
ODDs 

(TOD-grounded  
ODDs)

Prepended  
ODDs 

(Vanilla  
ODDs)

TOD
ODD

Inter-mode dependency

Original  
TODs 

(rewritten to  
ODD-grounded  

TODs)

Figure 4: 4 types of dialogue turns are present in FusedChat,
classified by the dialogue mode and the grounding context.

ODD-grounded TODs
Part of inter-mode dialogues are ODD-grounded TODs,
which correspond to the “prepending ODDs” scenario in
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Context option Accuracy
Single-turn 0.993
Multi-turn 0.995

Table 3: Mode classification accuracy for model C.

FusedChat. Like in regular TODs, the system’s response
is prompted by a task-oriented user request. However, the
preceding context contains ODD exchanges, which create
unique challenges.

On the one hand, the model needs to recognize useful
task-related information from the ODD context for correct
dialogue state tracking. On the other hand, the system’s re-
sponse should correctly perform the required task-oriented
function according to the latest user request, instead of de-
railing to chitchat by following the ODD context in the his-
tory.

Evaluation results for this portion of the dialogue turns in
FusedChat are shown in Table 4. We use the traditional TOD
evaluation metrics for MultiWOZ, where slot accuracy mea-
sures dialogue state tracking, inform rate and success rate
measure user goal success and BLEU measures response
quality (see more details in (Budzianowski et al. 2018)).

In addition, we evaluate the Neural Pipeline approach us-
ing the original MultiWOZ dataset (trained and tested on
MultiWOZ). Remember that the classification-based model
contains Mtod, which exactly follows the Neural Pipeline
model. This is to evaluate the difficulty of the new ODD-
grounded TOD task compared with the vanilla TOD task in
MultiWOZ. Table 4 shows that:

(1) the classification-based model outperforms the two-
in-one model marginally.

(2) The Neural Pipeline model evaluated on the same
vanilla TOD dialogues in MultiWOZ significantly outper-
forms the classification-based model evaluated on ODD-
grounded TODs in FusedChat. Such significant difference
suggests that ODD-grounded TODs are a more challenging
task than vanilla TODs. Presumably, this is because (a) the
extra requirement to correctly determine the response mode
and (b) the extra need for ODD-dependent dialogue state
tracking.

TOD-grounded ODDs
Another part of inter-mode dialogues are TOD-grounded
OODs, which correspond to the “appending ODDs” sce-
nario in FusedChat. The system’s ODD response should be
conditioned on both the TOD and ODD turns in the context.

The evaluation on open-domain dialogue generation is
notoriously difficult and numerous evaluation methods have
been proposed (Ni et al. 2021). In our experiment, we fol-
low (Adiwardana et al. 2020) and use perplexity plus sensi-
bleness and specificity average (SSA) as metrics. SSA rep-
resents the average between sensibleness (Does the response
make sense given the context?) and specificity (Is the re-
sponse specific to the context?). Both of them are binary for
each response. A response can only be deemed specific if
it is deemed sensible. SSA results are computed by averag-
ing 5 expert human evaluators’ judgement on 100 randomly

sampled dialogue turns from the testset. Table 5 shows the
performance of the inter-mode dialogue models on this task.

The classification-based model outperforms the two-in-
one model marginally. Results also show that ground-truth
responses receive very high SSA scores, significantly ex-
ceeding the better dialogue model of the two we developed.
This suggests that there is huge room for improvement on
this task.

Full Inter-mode Dialogues
We show the results on the full FusedChat testset (contain-
ing all 4 types of dialogue turns) in Table 6. A combina-
tion of TOD and ODD metrics discussed above can be used
to holistically gauge a dialogue system’s capability to per-
form inter-mode dialogues. The classification-based model
marginally outperforms the two-in-one model.

Note that for the evaluation of ODD-grounded TODs,
TOD-grounded ODDs and full inter-mode dialogues, we
evaluate the response in a mode-tolerant manner. This means
that even when the model generates a response of the wrong
mode, we still evaluate that instance normally, instead of di-
rectly punishing the metric value to 0. For example, when
evaluating BLEU, we still normally calculates the BLEU
score against the ground-truth response even if the response
generated by the inter-mode dialogue model is an ODD re-
sponse. Of course, getting the mode wrong typically means
bad scores.

Related Work
Recently, there have been multiple efforts on develop-
ing dialogue systems multi-tasking on various types of
dialogues (Ni et al. 2021; Ma et al. 2020). Adapter-
Bot (Madotto et al. 2020a) uses a fixed backbone conversa-
tional model (DialoGPT) and triggers on-demand dialogue
skills (e.g., empathetic responses, weather information,
movie recommendation) via different adapters (Houlsby
et al. 2019). (Madotto et al. 2020b) learns a dialogue system
that independently parameterizes different dialogue skills,
and learns to select and combine each of them through
Attention over Parameters. Xu et al. (2020) proposed an
end-to-end dialogue model based on a hierarchical encoder-
decoder, which employed a discrete latent variable to learn
underlying dialogue intentions. They argued that the latent
discrete variable interprets the intentions that guide machine
responses generation (Howard and Cambria 2013). Shuster
et al. (2019) multi-tasked on 12 separate dialogue datasets
that focus on different skills and showed that a single uni-
fied model can perform decently well on all tasks. However,
these models do not model the dependency between differ-
ent types of dialogues in the multi-turn setting. Thus, they
are not guaranteed to converse seamlessly and naturally in
multiple dialogue modes simultaneously in a multi-turn con-
versation session.

Unlike the models trained on separate dialogue
datasets, Smith et al. (2020) tried to fuse multiple skills
into one conversation session. They built a new dialogue
dataset named Blendedskilltalk containing dialogues where
knowledge, emotional and personalizing skills are shown
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Models Slot Accuracy (SA) Joint SA Inform Success BLEU
ODD-grounded TODs in FusedChat

Two-in-one model 0.971 0.574 71.1 56.9 12.16
Classification-based model 0.972 0.584 72.8 60.0 12.58

Original MultiWOZ dataset
Neural Pipeline (Ham et al. 2020) 0.976 0.631 79.2 64.3 12.72

Table 4: Evaluation results on ODD-grounded TODs in FusedChat and comparison with MultiWOZ results.

Models PPL Sensibleness Specificity SSA
Two-in-one model 9.15 0.44 0.39 0.42

Classification-based model 8.79 0.51 0.45 0.48
Ground-truth N/A 0.97 0.91 0.94

Table 5: Evaluation results on TOD-grounded ODDs in FusedChat.

Models TOD metrics ODD metrics
Slot Accuracy Joint SA Inform Success BLEU PPL Sensibleness Specificity SSA

Two-in-one
model 0.972 0.592 70.4 57.0 12.05 10.49 0.52 0.47 0.50

Classification-based
model 0.973 0.600 75.1 60.9 12.17 10.50 0.58 0.51 0.55

Table 6: Evaluation results on the full FusedChat testset

together in the same multi-turn conversation. They show
that systems fine-tuned on the new multi-skill dataset have
improved ability in handling multiple skills simultaneously
in the same multi-turn conversation session. However, they
only target open-domain conversations. Our work, on the
other hand, targets the fusion of general ODDs and TODs,
as we view them as the two most mainstream forms of
dialogues for the research community currently. Along the
direction of fusing TODs and ODDs, Zhao et al. (2017)
proposed to artificially augment task-oriented dialogues
with randomly sampled utterances from a chitchat corpus,
mainly to improve the out-of-domain recovery performance
for the TOD system.

Sun et al. (2020) proposed to decorate TOD responses
with ODD snippets, in order to make the dialogue agent
sound more engaging and interactive. Unlike (Sun et al.
2020), where ODD snippets act as a supplementary role
to TOD responses, our dataset tackles the fusion of TODs
and ODDs by treating them as parallel dialogue modes of
equal importance, and focuses on modeling inter-mode de-
pendency in the multi-turn setting.

Discussions and Future Work
Our work serves the goal to develop dialogue systems that
are capable of performing both TODs and ODDs with inter-
mode dependency. Compared with traditional datasets, the
new dataset FusedChat uniquely contains ODD-grounded
TODs and TOD-grounded ODDs. It endeavors to fuse
the two common forms of human conversations, i.e., ca-
sual open-ended conversations supported only by common-
sense, and task-oriented conversations supported by specific
knowledge bases. We show preliminary experiment results

on two baseline models, which suggest huge room for im-
provement. We release dataset and baselines in order to pro-
pel future work on inter-mode dialogue systems.

We note that the framework set by FusedChat is limited.
The dataset does not contain dialogue sessions containing
more than one mode switch, which represents a gap with
real-world scenarios. We suspect more mode switches could
make inter-mode dialogues even more challenging. Our
choice of TODs and ODDs does not represent the full scope
of possible dialogue settings. We chose the most simple form
of ODDs where the response is only determined by the con-
text. Yet in the literature, ODDs have been grounded on var-
ious forms of information, such as personas (Zhang et al.
2018). We chose the classical setting of TODs as in Multi-
WOZ, which is defined by structured entity-centric knowl-
edge bases. However, the concept of TODs has seen ex-
pansion, such as with unstructured knowledge access (Kim
et al. 2020). We expect the fusion of more complex forms
of ODDs and TODs to be more challenging, but they would
even better represent human-level conversational abilities.

The construction of FusedChat required a lot of manual
creative effort. It is thus very expensive to replicate the same
routine for every new inter-mode dialogue scenario. Alterna-
tively, zero-shot or few-shot models that can learn to perform
inter-mode dialogues by mostly relying on separate single-
mode dialogues are a promising direction. FusedChat can
also serve as a test-bed for such paradigms.
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